
The Committee grows from strength to strength in terms of new and longer serving members 

confident to deal with a wide range of issues. 

 

2021 had no panto, we just managed a summer BBQ, the monthly Quiz night resumed early autumn 

as did the weekly CafeOx. 

 

Later last year we fund-raised £10,000 for new garden furniture, a new disabled access patio and 

new turf. We also installed a new noticeboard, shared with the Parish Council, a new baby changing 

unit, and baffles installed on the ceiling to reduce noise levels.  

 

When lockdown was lifted we worked with Cate Tomlinson to plan and run a Christmas Event at the 

VH for children in the village. This replaced Cate funding and holding her own event a year earlier. 

We all worked to ensure a great event at the VH using our new 8x5 metre marquee and some 

wonderful cheap and cheerful Christmas backdrops for the grotto. Over 20 children received 

presents to the value of approx £25 per child, refreshments and drinks were prepared by the VH 

committee, and the event continued late into the evening as so many people were having such fun. 

The whole event was financed through fundraising by many Committee members (jam, marmalade, 

cards, Village Breakfast), a special CafeOx, a talk on ‘Arizona to Alaska’ and donations from villagers. 

We thank Tristan again for the support on that evening and Cate for her original idea and inspiration 

and working with us. 

 

The current Committee is made up of people with various skills and expertise and is a great group 

working hard for the Village. We have retained Julie Wood as our super-Secretary who agreed to 

stay on to fill the knowledge gap created when Bar Pritchard left (turnover and new faces are always 

good but you still need to know what happened in the past, when and why). We have the very 

committed and active Susan Hernandez on board from the Parish Council. Susan has done a lot of 

work around a new booking process and tabulating and updating a number of important 

procedures. Eileen Stapleton keeps a close eye on the hall and the garden, the planters at the front, 

and is our lead person on the recycling banks, another source of regular income and both bottle 

banks now take mixed glass. 

Elaine has taken over responsibility for working closely with ourDefibrilator Guardian - Tristan 

Tomlinson - and is currently arranging fresh training on the use of the Defib. She has also put 

together our first ever Safeguarding procedure. And last but not least we continue to have the 

professional Treasurer services offered by Mike Craig who just loves collecting and counting money. 

Mike Craig and Julie have been most supportive on all the fundraising bids we have been successful 

in winning (haven't not been awarded any yet). They also tend to be the lead committee members 

on our Schedule of Works which provides us with a comprehensive plan for all our significant 

purchases and improvements.   

 

Our Cleaner Janice worked flexibly during lockdown and provides an excellent service (in early 2022 

we increased her hours to 2 per week and awarded a small pay rise).  Our volunteers are Mike Wood 

our long-term maintenance champion who has made the store room and cleaner's cupboard free of 



no-longer required items and more effective to use; David Stapleton our lawn supremo who 

maintains our land and related matters. Tristan Tomlinson who keeps a close eye on the defib and 

has supported us, often at very short notice, on electrical matters particularly at the Children's 

Christmas event. The villagers who bake and run CafeOx have continued doing a wonderful job every 

Wednesday in ensuring at least two gorgeous cakes every Wednesday. We have approx 20 regulars 

with a wider group of about 40 people. 88 people have been through our door and we raise on 

average £47 per week (net £36)  for the VH. Thank you very much Anita, Janet, Susan, Elaine, Jess 

and Julie for baking and working in the kitchen and Mike for collecting and counting the money.  

 

And thank you to Charles Howard-Vyse and Simon Willies for cooking at our BBQ. 

 

Thank you to all of you for the not inconsiderable time you invest in the Village Hall, and the team 

spirit and enjoyment (I think) in delivering the work. 

 

Cathy Warnock 

Chair, 

Oxborough 


